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Our environmental policy 

We recognise our responsibility to manage the environmental impacts of our site. From the outset our 
aim has been to enhance the area with minimal impact on the natural habitat and environment.   

Responsibility 
This environmental policy applies to all campsite operations including management, administration, 
and maintenance. We are responsible for ensuring that the policy is implemented. However, we look to 
all our campers and guests to recognise their responsibility in helping us to meet the aims and 
objectives of this policy. 

Objectives 

1. To identify the significant environmental impacts of our activities.

2. To comply with relevant national legislation and codes of practice.

3. To constantly monitor and evaluate our use of resources there by reducing our pollution and energy
consumption; endeavouring to re-use, recover or recycle materials where practicable.

4. Where practicable procure the highest energy rated appliances

5. To minimise water wastage by monitoring usage and installing equipment that conserves water and
to retain rainwater for grounds use.

6. To source bio friendly chemicals wherever possible in order to minimise our chemical impact on the
environment.

7. To ensure that all campers and guests are aware of this policy and are encouraged to contribute to
improved environmental practices.

8. To assist our guests in finding healthy and green activities during their stay at our campsite.

Actions to date 
Our green approach has developed naturally as we are passionate about our surroundings and want to 
minimise our impact on the environment. From the outset we have planned our site around the natural 
environment we are in. We have used recycled material to develop the pitches and track.  We have 
retained the wild grass and wildflower hedgerows, creating natural wild banks between each pitch. We 
have installed Solar PV panels to generate electricity for the site and we ask campers to use electricity 
responsibly.  All lights we have installed are LED and solar powered where possible. 

In addition to our green efforts we also encourage campers to learn about the natural environment. 
We have named each of our pitches after local birds and provide campers with guidebooks to borrow 
on the local natural wildlife they will see whilst camping with us. 


